We define the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse and give necessary and suficient conditions for its existence over an integral domain. We also prove its uniqueness and give a formula for it which leads us towards a "generalized Cramer's rule" to find the generalized Moore-Penrose solution.
INTRODUCTION
it is said to be a reflexive g-inverse of A. A is said to be symmetric if A* = A. See [4] .
Let A be an m x n matrix, and let ar =(il ,..., i,}, p =(j, ,..., j,) be subsets of (1,. . . , m} and {l,. . . , n), respectively.
We denote by A'$ the submatrix of A determined by rows indexed by (Y and columns indexed by p. (ii) Let A be an m X n matrix over the integral domain D with p(A) = r. (1) necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an A&,, , (2) the uniqueness of and a formula for A&,, , whenever it exists, and (3) a generalized
Cramer's rule to find a generalized Moore-Penrose solution with respect to M and N.
EXISTENCE OF A GENERALIZED MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE
We shall start this section by finding a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an As,N f or a column (m X 1) matrix over D. we get that CN-'C* is invertible.
Since G is a reflexive g-inverse of A, G has a rank factorization G = W over D (for example, take U = GB and V = CC) such that CU = I and VB = I. 
Bi-'(CN-'C*)-'B,'].

From (2.1) and (2.3) it can be observed very easily that p(A*MA) = p(Ah-'A*) = p(A), so, if P-denotes a g-inverse of P, then A(A*MA)-A* and A*(AA-'A*)-A are invariant under any g-inverse, and also we can observe that A(A*MA)-A*M*A = A, AW'A*(AN-'A*)-A = A, and
N-'A*(AN-'A*)-A(A*MA)-A*M*
is an ALN. 
